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Agenda

● Introductions
● Background
● What is the Proxy?
● Some of the Key Changes to Our Docs
● Current Financial Forecast
● Proposed Budget & Financial Forecast
● Community Feedback to Date
● How to Get More Information
● Open Discussion



Introductions
● President: Geoff Yaworski (term ends: 03/18) - owner & resident since July 2008
● Vice President: Randy Stoiber (term ends: 03/19) - owner & resident since Oct 2000
● Secretary: Emily Zadvorny (term ends: 03/18) - - owner & resident since Nov 2009
● Treasurer: Russell Ricenbaw (term ends: 03/19) - owner & resident since April 2005
● Member at Large: Kara Carey (term ends: 03/20) - owner & resident since May 2006
● Manager: Sue Baker - owner & resident since Nov 1993
● Neighborhood law firm: HindmanSanchez, David Firmin representing

Note: Neighbors are asked to serve for a 3 year term then new Directors are elected.  Our 
Directors must live in HFII.



Background - Why do we need to do this?

● Our HOA governing docs are out of date, in many cases CCIOA, the 
Colorado Common Interest Ownership Act, overrides the documents 
which makes it difficult for people to interpret what applies to them

● The documents were put in place on May 30, 1980 and the Covenants 
were amended twice in 2004 for trash and fence

● The documents being updated include the Articles of Incorporation, 
Declaration of Covenants, and Bylaws

● Our goal is to bring these documents in line with CCIOA and to remove 
antiquated terms that could jeopardize the future of our neighborhood 
(such as being pegged to CPI)



What is the Proxy? Why is it needed?
● A proxy allows someone else to cast a vote for you

● To pass changes to our Declaration of Covenants, we 
need 268 YES votes, gathering enough people on 
one day for this vote isn’t practical

● If you provide a name, your vote can be YES or NO - 
tell your rep how you want to vote, then have them 
bring the form with them to the meeting to cast your 
vote

● If you don’t write in a name, the President of the HOA 
will cast a vote for you - the vote will be at the 
discretion of the President, you cannot pick YES or 
NO in this case

● You can also vote in person which means no proxy is 
needed.  The date for this meeting has not been set

● If you cannot vote in person, use the proxy



Some of the Key Changes to Our Docs
● The cap on annual assessments will be removed

○ Currently the annual assessment is capped by CPI - Consumer Price Index All Items
○ CPI has not provided enough of an increase to our dues (income) over the years to keep pace with our 

operating expenses
○ In past, Boards have chosen not to increase our dues.  While the reasons were likely valid, this hurt our future 

reserves in light of large capital expenditures
○ We are now well below our peer neighborhoods in terms of dues, see this comparison slide

● The annual assessment will need to be vetoed by a majority which means 201 “NO” votes
○ Currently the annual assessment is pegged to a formula based on CPI and it cannot be changed without ⅔ or 

268 “YES” votes. 
○ This means our dues can never be increased above CPI which has hovered at or below 2% for the past 

several years which is putting a strain on our financials
○ This change puts the onus on people not in favor to vote

● A special assessment will need to be vetoed by a majority which means 201 “NO” votes
○ Currently a special assessment must be approved by ⅔ or 268 “YES” votes
○ This change puts the onus on those not in favor to vote



Thoughts on Current Financials

● We are forecasting some large capital expenditures in the future to 
maintain our neighborhood
○ In 2022, ~$504,000 to replace the sprinkler system ($416K) and 

service the pool ($88K)
○ In 2026, ~$300,000 to replace the fence

● CPI has capped HOA fee increases to around 2%
● Currently 22% of our dues go directly to trash and recycling
● The costs for completing these capital expenditures has increased 

significantly more than 2% over the years
● Assuming no changes to our dues, we will run out of money and 

face a shortfall of approximately $215,000 by 2026



HFII Current Financial Forecast



Thoughts on Future Financials

● Establish a protocol and process for maintaining a reserve balance 
of at least one year of operating expenses + a 10% buffer

● Resolve the issue of depleted reserves that arise in only 4 years or 
2022
○  Propose increasing 2019 dues by $210

■ This equates to $17.50 per month per household
● Beyond 2019, we propose increasing dues at a rate that matches 

the growth of our expenses and protects our reserve balance



HFII Proposed Budget and Financial Forecast



Community Feedback to Date
● Why are we doing this?

○ See slide: “Background - Why do we need to do this?”
● We want to see a redline version

○ The changes were so substantial that Hindman Sanchez created a new document and no redlined version 
exists.

○ We have provided side-by-side comparison tables at https://hfii.org 
○ Also, original and proposed versions are available at https://hfii.org for all to examine

● We are concerned that there is no cap on the amount that dues can increase by
○ The CPI cap was removed and is discussed on this slide: “Key Changes to Our Docs”
○ See this slide on CPI

● Requiring 51% to veto an annual assessment increase is not a high enough bar
○ This is discussed on here slide: “Key Changes to Our Docs” 

● Requiring 51% to veto a special assessment is not a high enough bar
○ This is discussed here slide: “Key Changes to Our Docs”

● Removal of a Board member is too difficult
○ The threshold was not modified, see slide: “Removal of a Board member is too difficult”

● Why do we have a law firm representing the neighborhood?
○ Because they are legal experts in HOA matters and these are legal documents - they represent all of us.

https://hfii.org
https://hfii.org


How To Get More Information
Contact the Board:  hoa-board@hfii.org

Review the revised documents:

● Articles of Incorporation: https://hfii.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/A-R-Articles-Proposed-Final.pdf
● Bylaws: https://hfii.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/A-R-Bylaws-Proposed-Final.pdf
● Covenants: https://hfii.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/A-R-Declaration-Proposed-Final-with-Exhibits.pdf

See the changes (new vs. old) side by side:

● Articles of Incorporation: https://hfii.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/Comparison-Chart-Articles-06548630.pdf
● Bylaws: https://hfii.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/Comparison-Chart-Bylaws-06548629.pdf
● Covenants: https://hfii.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/Comparison-Chart-Declaration-06548627.pdf

Read about CCIOA - the Colorado Common Interest Ownership Act:

● https://www.colorado.gov/pacific/dora/hoa-related-state-and-federal-laws

mailto:hoa-board@hfii.org
https://hfii.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/A-R-Articles-Proposed-Final.pdf
https://hfii.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/A-R-Bylaws-Proposed-Final.pdf
https://hfii.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/A-R-Declaration-Proposed-Final-with-Exhibits.pdf
https://hfii.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/Comparison-Chart-Articles-06548630.pdf
https://hfii.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/Comparison-Chart-Bylaws-06548629.pdf
https://hfii.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/Comparison-Chart-Declaration-06548627.pdf
https://www.colorado.gov/pacific/dora/hoa-related-state-and-federal-laws


Appendix



Removal of a Board member is too difficult

● This has NOT changed, a majority of 201 votes is still required

New: Old:



Annual Assessment: New vs. Old
New: Old:



Special Assessment: New vs. Old
New: Old:



CPI - Consumer Price Index (All Items)
● Currently our dues cannot be 

increased by more than the CPI 
All Items percentage

● Our expenses to operate the 
neighborhood have outpaced CPI

● This fact, coupled with years 
where no due increases were 
levied, means we could run out of 
cash by 2026 to pay for our 
operating expenses and capital 
expenditures

● In short, we need to increase our 
dues and break away from CPI



Peer Neighborhood Dues


